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From the bestselling coauthor of the YOU series, the ultimate guide to reversing damage, optimizing health,
and living a life filled up with energy and happiness.Regardless of what kind of way of life you lead, no
matter what your negative traits, whether you’If you wish to have a better brain and body…This is your
manual for transformation” (Daniel G. Amen, MD, New York Times bestselling author). “ And you may
even modify the function of your genes through your lifestyle options.s never too late to start living a
wholesome life. “ve currently done the damage.re a smoker, a inactive, or a marshmallow addict, it’Should
anyone ever wanted a second chance at redoing your life, reimagining the areas that don’t work— Roizen
addresses all the areas that donate to total-body wellness—including nutrition, work out, sex, stress, rest, and
the mind.grounded in cutting-advantage scientific study and culled from experience coaching countless
numbers— He shares his seven simple secrets—to healthy living and provides concrete strategies that anyone
can implement, irrespective of age or health. There is no need to be destined to a certain health final result
because your parents were on the same route, or because you imagine you’ Bestselling author and renowned
chief wellness officer of the Cleveland Clinic provides readers the tools they need to change their practices
and get a new begin. Dr.body, mind, romantic relationships, and more—THAT IS Your Do-Over is your
guide” (Tag Hyman, MD, #1 NY Times bestselling author).
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The Advice Works! Reading this book is giving me a different outlook re my health insurance and how I can
easily be more more comfortable with what has happened with me I am learning so much by scanning this
book. I have completed studying the first 182 pages implementing concepts and changes as I go (I go
through and underline 5-12 pages a time) and also have implemented the 10,000 steps per day, discovered
my buddy, reduced my calorie count to around 2/3s of what is had a need to maintain my pounds - and am
working on changing my dietary practices (the first 3 of the seven secrets). Supporting me to take care of my
"Do-Over".2 pounds (4.25% of my total body weight) and already feel somewhat more flexible and have
less back suffering. There is no magic here - just effort bringing expected results. If you are seriously
interested in changing your life's habits (THE DO-OVER) that is a good guide to use. I took notes to place
them where I will be reminded of important points. I began studying "THAT IS Your Do-Over" 19 days
ago. I under no circumstances knew these things. Reading this reserve is offering me a different outlook re
my health and how I can be more comfortable with what has occurred with me. In 18 times, I've lost 11.
Thinking even more positive. No talk about, not one syllable, about gluten and its connection to weight
gain/loss. I find the diet nutrition guidance too challenging, but it has helped me make some adjustments.
And since I purchased the audio version of the reserve, read by the writer, I'm calling out the publisher for
not really getting professional reader. 3. Some new & good information Some good points, some repetition
of what we all should know. The best part of the publication was how to translate actions such as drinking
water aerobics into an equivalent amount of steps (if you are somebody who wears a pedometer and is
usually targeting a daily step total). I won't supply the answer away -- you'll have to read the book!
Extensive information. I'm Hunting Wabbitt I'm sure Dr. However, it includes how to better support the
body for maximum health and a wholesome Life outlook. Do Over Many great words and strategies are
shared in this manual for a wholesome lifestyle. I will upgrade this in a couple weeks when I am completed
reading the book and also have more proof the impact of the changes. Five Stars Extremely motivational and
educational reserve. Five Stars We'll written, clearly understood, and words to live by. A lot of details to
take in. What about drinking molten business lead? This book is about slimming down, but ironically it's
morbidly obese with superfluous text message. A lot of details to digest but filled with good ideas Three
Stars Good info Do-over? WAY way way too much bad humor. And Roizen's similes are as torturous
because they are endless. Who the f___ edited this book? 2. Get yourself a buddy. 5. That suggestion
continues on and on and on. C'mon man. Readable , and you can just focus on areas you would like to. Don't
smoke, perform exercise, and don't drink soda. Wow, such insight! Not long ago i experienced some
medical issues. Roizen is a good man, however the publishers actually dropped the ball on this one. Is
definitely that bad? 4. good not great So this offers insight to lots of issues. Okay, we obtain it. For
somebody needing and ready to execute a total eating healthful makeover and you have the funds and time
and energy to make all of your own foods , this is a great adviser. Dr. Roizen's voice appears like Elmer
Fudd. Sorry, Doc, you, or the publishing home, should have found someone with a more authoritative voice
to learn this. Other issues: 1. This book could conveniently be decreased to down 40 pages, or much less.
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